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Why might it be used?

The potential to increase income from solar 
panels could support uptake of renewable 
energy, helping us meet carbon reduction 
targets. 

Managing the increase in distributed (e.g. solar) 
generation can be challenging for grid operators, 
and such trading could be a tool to support 
stable grid operation. And it could also be a way 
for community energy groups and other 
organisations to fund other activities, such as 
improving energy efficiency or providing local 
training. 

But there could also be drawbacks. For example, 
what about impacts on people who aren’t able 
to participate, or inequalities between 
participants in peer-to-peer schemes?

What is peer-to-peer energy trading?

More and more people can generate their 
own electricity, such as by having their own 
solar panels. At the moment they have to 
sell excess energy to the grid at a low price 
compared to what they buy grid electricity 
for. 

Peer-to-peer trading is a new approach 
where people sell electricity directly to 
neighbours. It is the ‘AirBnB of energy’ --
sellers could get more, and buyers save 
compared to buying from the grid. It could 
make low carbon energy more affordable, 
as well as having other benefits.

Source: http://wattsthedeal.org/





GO-P2P in a nutshell
 Global Observatory on Peer-to-Peer, Community Self-

Consumption and Transactive Energy Models (GO-P2P).
 The first international pre-competitive and early stage

research collaboration on the whole systems implications of
local energy models.

 International exchange of valuable evidence on factors
determining uptake of models and their viability.

 Platform for collaboration between all stakeholders in the
P2P/TE/CSC fields (policymakers, businesses, NGOs,
researchers).

 Led by UCL. For more info contact me or visit
https://userstcp.org/task/peer-to-peer-energy-trading/

https://userstcp.org/task/peer-to-peer-energy-trading/


Key questions (GO-P2P sub-tasks)
 ST 1: Power system integration – feeding renewable energy into the grid 

(bidirectional as opposed to traditionally unidirectional flow), battery storage (crucial but 
expensive).

 ST 2: Hardware, software & data – smart meter rollout (IoT), choice of technology to 
enable trading (popularity of blockchain  risky tech).

 ST 3: Transactions and markets – keeping market balanced (enough energy 
producers to meet demand), how to keep the model economically viable (potential to 
replace feed-in-tariffs)

 ST 4: Economic and social value – value attached to participating, financial or 
altruistic motivations (can also donate energy), fairness.

 ST 5: Policy and regulatory – multiple supplier models, right to trade energy (incl w/in 
a community), retention of consumer rights. Blockchain: smart contract recognition, 
data privacy, standardisation.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
   The functional stack needed to understand and deploy peer-to-peer/community selfconsumption/transactive energy models contains the following elements (layers). These are reflected in the structure of the sub-tasks (ST) which make up the Observatory. In addition, there are sub-tasks for research design and management (ST-0), and for the analysis of the findings using Qualitative Comparative Analysis (QCA) and construction of the Readiness Index (ST-6).Physics: Grid constraints: Feeder losses; harmonics; islanding; reverse power flow; reactive power; thermal issues; network congestion: thermal line limits; transformer limits; voltage instability; etcEngineering: network configuration and redundancy; active and reactive power management; active network management; etcICT: SCADA; smart-metering; Remote Terminal Units; high frequency current and voltage sampling; etcData Architecture: Data privacy; architecture governance; throughput TPS; volume transmitted and stored; etcTransactions: Smart contract legality and reliability; peer-to-peer; peer-to-market; electricity; electricity-attributes; electricity derivatives; power-quality; non-energy information; etcMarkets: Forwards or backward looking; liquidity; scalability; etcRegulation: Principles or prescriptive based; multiple supplier models; smart metering standards; Dynamic variable/pricing models; right to self and collective consumption; non-energy legal and regulatory issues;  etcPolicy: Socialising the cost of high CapEx low OpEx network assets; Assessing distributional impacts; etcEconomic value: Retaining money in local communities; Value of energy as an information vector; etcSocial value: Local skills, education & training; local energy resilience; social cohesion; social capital; etc



Thanks for your attention!

Any questions?
E-mail: a.schneiders@ucl.ac.uk
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